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Tunecore Launches New Upgrades, Feature Sets And
Improvements; The Revolution Continues
TuneCore founder Jeff Price has unveiled a series of major upgrades,
feature sets and improvements to the world's largest digital music
distributor. All of the details are available in a recent article posted to
the TuneCore blog: http://bit.ly/giengI
The highlights are:
*Upgraded royalty accounting system
*Upload up to 100 songs simultaneously, with playback
*Unlimited songs per album to unlimited stores for flat fee ($49.99 for
album, $9.99 for single)
*25 streaming multi-media players per account
*Exclusive artist iTunes Ping account
*Unlimited iTunes trending reports
*Expanding collection of songwriter's and artists' money
For an in-depth explanation read "Adapting To The New Music Industry" on
the TuneCore blog: http://bit.ly/giengI
The article also states that music sales by unit are up in 2010 and that
TuneCore artists have sold over 300 million units generating over $150
million in gross music sales over the past 28 months alone. Most of these
TuneCore Artists are also the songwriter, the publishing company, and
the performer earning them over $100 million more in additional revenue

from of each of these additional income streams.
The TuneCore blog will be updated on Monday with a video that highlights
the new accounting system, and be sure to tune in to the TuneCore town
hall event on ustream at 1:30PM Eastern Time here:
http://www.ustream.tv/channel/tunecore-live
http://tunecore.com
About TuneCore:
TuneCore is the largest distributor and has one of the highest revenuegenerating music catalogs in the world: In the past two and a half years
TuneCore Artists have sold over 300 million songs via paid download or
stream, grossing over $130 million dollars in gross music sales and another
$100 million in songwriter revenue.
TuneCore is a low, flat fee service that distributes music to iTunes,
eMusic, AmazonMP3, Nokia and many other major download and
streaming sites while taking no rights and no revenue from the sale of the
music. Artists are building careers, selling significant volumes of music
and generating revenue through TuneCore. Since its launch in 2006,
TuneCore has distributed tens of thousands of albums and millions of
songs to iTunes and other digital stores by Grammy winners and unsigned
artists alike. TuneCore artists include Drake, Beck, Jay-Z, Aretha
Franklin, Keith Richards, Public Enemy, Nine Inch Nails, Ricky Skaggs,
Paul Westerberg, MGM Studios, Warren G, Bjork, Moby, High School
Musical cast members, Ali Lohan, Cirque Du Soleil, Starbucks and tens of
thousands more.
http://tunecore.com
http://www.facebook.com/tunecore
http://twitter.com/tunecore
For more information on TuneCore please contact Chris Taillie
(ctaillie@shorefire.com) at Shore Fire Media, 718-522-7171
	
  

